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reprisemedia datasheet

A local team of 18 digital marketing experts focusing on performance marketing

Over 7 million in performance media billings

Owned by IPG Mediabrands after acquiring all things web (Jan 2014)
 
Leading global performance marketing agency with a wide range of Fortune 500 

clients.



#selfie



SEO Procedure



1. Know the KPIs
2. Setup tools (Google Analytics, Google Webmaster tools, MOZ.com)
3. Keyword research (10-50 to start)
4. Run baseline report
5. Create Content Map
6. Build up friendly Content & Structure (fix existing pages, create new pages)
7. Run monthly reports and re-optimize if targets not met
8. Do link building

The SEO procedure in reprise media



SEO KPIs



KPI 1: Monthly Organic Traffic (traffic from search 
engines)

KPI 2: Monthly Number of Landing Pages that received 
Organic Traffic

KPI 3: Ranking in target keywords

KPIs



The SEO Tools



Google analytics tracks growth in Organic Traffic

Set it up here: 
http://www.google.com/intl/en/analytics/learn/setupchecklist.html

We use it to track KPIs 1 & 2, Organic Traffic & Landing 
Pages 

Google Analytics

http://www.google.com/intl/en/analytics/learn/setupchecklist.html


Webmaster Tools: 
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en

We use it to:

identify/verify crawling issues, site speed, duplication
identify html improvements
communicate with Google (read important notifications 

from Google about each site)
submit XML sitemap

Google Webmaster Tools

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en


Moz: www.moz.com the main control panel for every SEO 
project we do

Set-up target url, keywords, competitors, monthly reporting

Monitor all KPIs (1&2 after linking to GA) including rankings 
and ranking changes over time

Identifies most on-page errors crawling & duplication errors

Check competition (domain authority)

MOZ

http://www.moz.com/


Keyword Research



Check website content & menus

Think of keyword categories (ie destinations, brands, 
product categories)

Create an excel list and organize keywords in themes

Theme: Athens hotels
Keywords: Athens hotel, Athens hotels, hotels in Athens etc

Identify target keywords



Sample Excel



Baseline Report



Add keywords, url & competitors in MOZ. 
Link moz to Google Analytics

Wait for the crawler to run and the rankings to be recorded 
(may take 1-2 days for full data)

Write down initial numbers for KPIs 1,2,3
Organic Traffic June 2014: 3560 visits
Landing Pages with Organic Traffic: 726
Rankings for each keyword: …

also record number of keywords in top 3, top 10, top 20, 
top 50, Not in top 50 

Simple Baseline report



Organic Traffic in MOZ



Keyword rankings in MOZ



Content Map



For each theme in the Keyword research decide on:

Page Title
Page H1
Meta description
Main body 
URL

Content Map



Content Map Sample



Put any existing pages on the map and modify their content 
according to the target keywords

Create new pages to target keywords that existing pages 
don’t target well enough

(ie. you may want to break out keywords with high volume 
in to separate themes therefore pages)

How to use the content map



Title & H1 should be the target theme (or contain it)

Meta description is a short text that may be visible under 
your search result on Google. Make it stand out. Be clear, 
direct and have a Call to Action

URL should contain the target theme and not be too big (can 
be greek or greeklish)

Main text should mention the target keywords in a normal 
way (not too much), try to use synonyms or similar words 
within the text

Tips for SEO content



Meta description sample



On-page Tech Stuff



On Page
The main goal here is to have a site structure that helps Google 

read and understand your site and each page

Text embedded on image blocks Google

Weird URLs may block Google

Pages not linked to the homepage (or 2 steps away) may be too 
difficult for Google to find

Many urls with the same content make Google suspicious



It is all tech to me!
Use MOZ for Crawl Diagnostics and always double check on 

Webmaster Tools



How do I fix them
Each area has a different tech or content solution, MOZ 

provides tips for fixing each case

Sample below for duplicate content:
http://www.intertranslations.gr/articles.php?stitle=press-release-news-en-us.html&articlesPage=1

http://www.intertranslations.gr/en/articles/press-release-news-en-us.html

The above urls are the SAME PAGE! (remove one or use 
rel=canonical)

http://www.intertranslations.gr/articles.php?stitle=press-release-news-en-us.html&articlesPage=1
http://www.intertranslations.gr/en/articles/press-release-news-en-us.html


WTF? rel=canonical
A specific html tag on secondary pages that specifies the main page



Monthly Reports



Write down initial numbers for KPIs 1,2,3

Organic Traffic June 2014: 3560 visits (May 2014: 3821)
Landing Pages with Organic Traffic: 726 (May 2014: 900)
Ranking changes for each keyword: …

also record number of keywords in top 3, top 10, top 20, 
top 50, Not in top 50

MOZ to the rescue! 

Simple Monthly report



Organic Traffic in MOZ



Keyword rankings in MOZ



Link Building



Google treats links from one site to an other as votes of 
trust.

The more quality links a site has the better

This is why wikipedia ranks 1st on every keyword

Why are links important?



No easy answer

Make friends and participate in the community (to make 
people write about you)

Offer unique information (people share news, and 
interesting or funny or weird info)

Consider making ad agreements that include links. Be 
careful to do it slowly and do not flood each ad with 10 
links. 1 is more than enough!

How do I get links?



Monitor it through MOZ



Recap!



1. Know the KPIs
2. Setup tools (Google Analytics, Google Webmaster tools, MOZ.com)
3. Keyword research (10-50 to start)
4. Run baseline report
5. Create Content Map
6. Build up friendly Content & Structure (fix existing pages, create new pages)
7. Run monthly reports and re-optimize if targets not met
8. Do link building

The SEO procedure in reprise media



Good luck!
be in touch: @dmaniatis


